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One of the areas of this store is "the 
garage" where they practice a little of the 
art that defines the store itself. Here are 
exposed work related to all kinds of arts, 
from painting, photographs, video, con-
struction, motorbikes, tattoos among others, 
in this space there are no restrictions to the 
way of expressing themselves. Are also 
made of a wide variety of events, such as 
concerts, exhibitions, cinema sessions...

WE ARE THE
BACKDOOR
GARAGE



Lola

We like challenges
Stored in a barn for years , we received the Yamaha XS 1978 with-
out working with missing parts and rusty 
A lot of work has been done on this asphalt woman.
the colors? it was easy , in 1978 John Player Special was awarded 
the prize best builder and we enjoyed the colors and decided to give 
our small tribute





PHENIX 
660



we have the honor to present the Pheonix. 
Like the character, this motorcycle reborn from the grave. 
The life of this Yamaha XT 600 was almost finish, but the end of her days  was  
in that moment, yet. Phenix was reborn in the middle of the backdoor garage, 
with a lot of work, passion, sweat and a lot of headaches we give a new life for 
this "monster of the road". 
Yamaha XT 600 is one of the most lovely motorbikes that lef the 
BACKDOOR Garage





MILOCAS

A bike, great story, 
the perfect 

combination for this 
lovely final product.

Milocas is a tribute to 
a beautiful grand-

mother and 
everything she has 

done for the family...



Ford Cortina
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LOUD



DREAM
the

Music, motorcycles cars, guitars, 
racing , gasoline, were things that have always been in the DNA of 
this family. with this passion, it was easy to discover what is the best 
way to live. 
after many elaborate works finally arrived a job where the backdoor 
family felt even more excited....



Everything starts on the paper

the project, the ideas, the design, the colors are all questions that 
arise at the beginning of each project... 
then ? ah... then comes the hard work!
hours back of the bike so it does not get a motorcycle, but a piece of 
art. We do not want a motorcycle but we want real genuine pieces of 
art and that no one is able to to mistreat...
Because they have a lot of sweat , blood ,sometimes,) and tears. 
They are all part of this family..._
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SKETCH
the

Honda 
CB



the
SUPRISE



the
FINAL IDEA




